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The enterprise was founded when in the city
Novogrudok the factory "Metallist" was built which
was specialized in metalworking. In 1966 the factory
formed part of the Ministry of gas industry in the USSR
and was renamed as "Novogrudok Gas Equpment
Plant".

The factory was specialized in the industry of
domestic gas cylinders and shutoff-reducing
equipment (valves, closures, regulators of pressure)
to them. The industry of automatic security, stopcocks
and burnerswas started in 1978.

Further, the factory stafted producing dry powder
fire extinguishers (2,20,50 liters), the automatic
equipment for gas heaters security. In 1989 the
construction was worked out and the production of the
gas-cylinder equipment for converting motor
transport to compressed gas was assimilated. This
make has become a basic model for further
elaboration of the gas-cylinder equipment for motor
cars and lorries working both with liquefied petroleum
gas and compressed natural gas.

Novogrudo Mitsckevich stn 109 afetv!
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Today JSC "Novogrudok Gas Equipment Plant" is
one of the greatest in the Republic of Belarus (1600
working places) and produces a wide range of the gas
equipment:
4' Domestic gas cylinders
{- Shutoff-reducing equipment (valves, closures,

regulators of pressure and water)
q" Safety equipment and sets to gas stoves and

water heaters
* Equipment for converting motor cars and lorries to

liquefied petroleum gas and compressed natural
gas (LPG/CNG)

€- Gas counters
":" Powder type fi re extinguishers
4. Consumergoods

JSC "NOVOGAS" is one of the leaders in its
branch in Russia's and CIS's markets. The factory has
long-lasting relations with many enterpriseg and
organizations of all the republics of the former Soviet
Union.

At present, the factory is expending its sales
marketforthe near and far abroad countries.

The enterprise posesses high engineering and
industrial potential, up-to-date technological
processes:
d" cold and hotstamping
€" deep drawing of steel cylinder parts

{" shot - blasting and heat treatment technology
"i= pressure die casting of aluminum and brass allow
{' plasticallow
{. mechanical operation
* general mechanical rubber goods' manufacture
"r welding
€. painting in electrostaticfield
* polymerpainting

The equipment park of the factory helps to realize
modem technical ideas. The enterprise has free
space on base of modem combined modules,
equipped with energy and sanitary appliances, which
are ready for a new production facilities.

JSC "NOVOGAS" invites partners for mutually
beneficial cooperation in leaming new technologies
and releasing cunent premium Vpes of industry. The
enterprise holds a great improvement of the flow
process. ln2011a new robotized industry of domestic
gas cylinders was started according to EU's
standards.

JSC "NOVOGAS" is going to expand the
production of automobile gas cylinders in 2013 and
searches for partners in organising joint production of
automobile gas equipment parts on local premises.

2-t3-32, 2-33-23, fax: 2-43-42, 2-t7 -42
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Gas-cylinder equipment (GSE) of the 4th
generation is intended to be used on cars with
injection petrol engines as additional equipment so
that to use liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as a fuel.
There are complete sets and minikits of GSE.

GSE includes by the differential evaporator-
regulator (with the feedback from the pump down in
the inlet manifold), the gas electromagnetic valve, the
rail of serial gas injections, differential pressure and
temperature sensors, the float of gas spray burner,
gas purifying filter.

The equipment set also has a set of pipelines, a set
of cantilevered arm, cradles (or bolsters) for cylinder
binding, a set of electricity cables, a set of metal ware
wiring with reinforce.

The equipment may be used both for cars with
latest diagnostic system of the fuel delivery OBD2
(EOBD), and forthe previous car models.

Thanks to the modern construction and high-
production process, it provides carrying-out the strict
standards of exhaust emission and at the same time
keeping the dynamic of fuel regime riding.
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Cylindrical tanks are mounted on vehicles with a specially
prepared mounting equipment in accordance with the size of

The advantages of installing GSE
"* Gas octane number (propane-butane, methane) -

105-112, it burns softly, which reduces the load on
connecting the rod gear

-i. Increase of the average time of the engine run in
1.5times

€" Increase of the exploitation period of the motor oil
in 1.5-2times

€" Reducing of the engine working noise in 3-B
decibels

,i" Increase of the exploitation period of the spark
plug by40%

* Reducing of the exhaust toxicity (CO - in 2 times,
NO - in I ,5 times, CH - in 1,3-1 ,9 times

+ Ruling out cases of fuel thefts
'? Reducing of fuel expenses in 1,8 times
"? lncrease of the fuel run distance in 2 times

AG-30
AG-40
AG.45
AG-50
AG-50
AG-55
AG-60
AG-60
AG60
AG-65
AG.65
AG-65

AGG.56
AGG-76
AGG-90
AGG-90

AGG-1OO
AGG-1 O5

AGG-122
AGG-1 30
AGG_130
AGG-1 51

AGG.21O

693
555
792
923

the cylinder.

Certification in
accordance with
ECE Regulations

aijg, Novogrudok, Mitsckevich str, IO9
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Best suited to the shape and size of a spare wheel, which
allows to install a gas tank in a special niche instead of
wheels.

580 180 35

580 220
600 200
600 220
630 200
630 220
630 225
630 240

40
45
42
47
49
54
56
60

G=r:.t

internal
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external
internal/external

Certification in ;

accordance with
ECE Regulations

630 250 63
630 270 68 internal/external

USED WITH TOROIDAL LPG TANK

Certification in
accordance with
ECE Regulations

GLIU.240.00 00 -24 30", (remote refueling device) RRD

GLIU 240 00.00 -25 30', RRD, safety valve, EV

GLIU 240.00.00.-26 30", RRD, EV

GL|U 240 00 00 -27 30", RRD

Gl|U.240.00.00.-28 30", RRD, safety valve

GLIU 240 00.00.-29 30", RRD, safety valve, EV

lntended for:
-filling LPG tank and cut-off automaticallywhen filled;
- visual monitoring of gas level in the tank;
- providing gas flow at electromagnetic gas valve;
- restriction of gas expenditure in case of pipelines

breakage;
- relief of overpressure in the tank (if available by

model).

USED WITH CYLINDRICAL LPG TANK

G11U.240.00.00.-06 20"

G11U.240.00.00 -07 20', RRD, safety valve, EV

GLIU 240 00 00.-08 20', RRD, safety valve, EV

GL|U 240,00.00 -09 20', RRD

GLIU 240.00.00.-10 20', RRD, safety valve

GLIU 240 00 00 -11 20", RRD, safety valve, EV

Made of durable casing and a transparent plastic cover
(for cars). lt also includes flexible vent hoses and two
flanges. When the lid is closed the system fully eliminates
the possibility of gas entry to the passenger compaftment
by pressurization leakage of multivalve elements. Truck
ventilation system is designed as a cylinder welded to the
tank, has a removable steel lead. Certification in

accordance with
ECE Regulations

ry231400, The Novogrudok, Mitsckevich str, 109
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Certification in
accordance with
ECE Regulations

Gasoline electromagnetic valve is intended to cut-off
gasoline flow, when engine is running on LPG, it is controlled
by the fuel type switch. lt also has a manual control.

Gas electromagnetic valve is intended to cut-off gas flow,
when engine is running on gasoline, also intended for partial
gas filtration and is controlled by the fuel type switch.

Gas injectors ramp designed for feeding the vapor phase
gas from the evaporator controller to connecting pipes,
mounted on the intake manifold in the immediate vicinty of
the intake valves.

AGIS OBD CAN
AGIS OBD/CAN - completely new control system for sequential

gas injection with the possibility of communication through serial
digital highway CAN. Thus, AGIS control system has an opportunity
to diagnose OBD ECU of gasoline control system on a software
level of LPG control system. Benefits of this control system type: the
possibility of a perfect calibration against gasoline; constant
monitoring and adjustment for the emission requirement level in
accordance with EURO standards.

TAMONA TG STREAM

TAMONA TG Stream has benefits as the following :

- leakproof aluminum body,
- used 16 bit,64 MHz processor,
- leaKree FCI outlet,
- miniature control and indication panel,
- recording and automatic correction of fuel map.

RRD is intended to attach the filling device of the gas-filling

stations and to flll the tank with gas. Depending on the
specifications, RRD consists of the body, which is fixed by a
seal (if available). The body contains a check valve consisting
of a ball and O-ring. Check valve prevents the gas release
from the system if disconnected from the gas-filling station. A
nozzle with an O-ring is twisted in to thebody. Nut or a screw
fasten tanker recharging device to the bracket (if available).
Possible is RRD installation on the back splash board or
bumper using plastic cover. Available is compact RRD, whicfi
is to be mounted in the niche of the neck of the petrol gasoline
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